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Housing as an Issue of Importance
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Candidate

Sterling

Please explain your views, overall, on the housing challenges faced by the City of Atlanta and what you believe the role of City
government is in providing affordable housing?
I believe that:
• Affordable housing requires an attack from multiple angles, including a redefinition of what constitutes affordability in the City
of Atlanta. Currently, the City defines affordability at approximately 80% of AMI. I think we have to restructure that definition
of affordability.
• Maintaining reasonable property tax levels plays a critical role in affordability. We should work with the General Assembly to
develop a cap on property tax increases year over year. For example, in some States, property taxes cannot be increased under
any circumstance more than 20% year over year.
• Once we have re-defined what constitutes affordability, we should have mandatory and voluntary inclusionary zoning as a part
of our affordable housing plan.
• We should look at innovative solutions for unique housing options that also provide affordable solutions such as micro housing
and container homes.
• We should ask the State for a waiver on rent ceilings or alternatively ask the State to institute a cap on how much landlords can
raise rent year over year. No one should have a 40% or 50% increase in their rent unexpectedly
I don't believe there is a silver bullet, but we do have to manufacture and develop ways to make living in our City affordable and
available to individuals of all income levels.
The housing challenge is a serious crisis for the City of Atlanta. We cannot continue to build a city that is not available to people of all
different income levels. We are pricing people out of the dream of Atlanta and simultaneously ripping apart the very fabric of what
makes Atlanta unique - that it is a place that welcomes people of all ages, races, income brackets, and more. Atlanta's unique tapestry
cannot survive if we don't provide real solutions to make living in our City accessible to people of different income levels.

Woolard

As Mayor, I would position Atlanta to become much more proactive rather than reactive in addressing what I believe to be an affordable
housing crisis. I would work to achieve defined and specific housing preservation and production targets, collaborating across the
multiple government agencies involved including: The City of Atlanta, Fulton County, Atlanta Public Schools, MARTA, Invest Atlanta, and
Atlanta Housing Authority. Based on the Atlanta Transformation Alliance data, over 43,000 households are spending over 50% of their
income on housing, which is not practical for working families and our elderly. The stress of the high cost current housing market is
directly resulting in more and more families being forced into homelessness or out of our city.
The private housing market will continue to increase rents and sales prices unless local government policy is revised to both protect and
preserve existing affordable housing and create and incentivize an appropriate amount of newly-developed affordable housing. We must
all work together to create bold new housing policies and funding tools targeted to closely align and coordinate with our long range
transportation infrastructure improvement and economic development strategies. As Mayor, I will work quickly to organize the key
players, build dedicated funding sources, and ensure the creation of a targeted number of affordable housing units that are close to the
services residents wants, at a range of levels of income, family sizes and stages of life
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Candidate

Please explain your views, overall, on the housing challenges faced by the City of Atlanta and what you believe the role of City
government is in providing affordable housing?

Mitchell

I believe that city government plays a pivotal role in providing affordable housing. Let's face it, none of the progress the city has
experienced over the last decade will count if residents cannot afford to live in the city or stay in their homes.
Affordable housing is the most challenging issue that Atlanta will need to solve over the next four years. There is no “silver bullet”
solution; it’s a complex problem that requires a whole range of solutions.

Hall

Lance Bottoms

I am best-suited to bring about these solutions because I’ve been doing it in my own Old Fourth Ward neighborhood. While it’s true that
the average rent has skyrocketed in the Old Fourth Ward, new housing developed around the Historic Fourth Ward Park was built on
empty land and didn’t displace people. During this time, I led efforts to add new affordable units, like the 87 new senior apartments on
Boulevard to be followed by another 96 units for families opening next year.
Atlanta is experiencing a tremendous amount of physical growth and redevelopment and that is causing housing prices to rise. I called
upon the City to explore the creation of Displacement Free Zones to help keep Atlanta affordable for all. The first Displacement Free
Zone has been designated in the Vine City/English Ave are through a public and private partnership.
Atlanta’s struggles as it relates to income inequality and wealth mobility have been well documented. A child born into poverty in our
city has a four percent chance of getting out. That is unacceptable. We need to fight this battle on multiple fronts, but housing is most
definitely one of them. Making sure we deploy a number of different measures, applied across lower- and middle-income Atlantans are
integral to getting on sounder footing. This is a truism that we should recognize and act on.

Aman

The government’s role in all this is to be a leader and convener. City Hall is doing a great deal and can do more still. But ultimately, it
cannot go it alone. We need the public, private, and civic sectors as well as the community all engaged on this to find sustainable
solutions. I have a track record as the city’s former COO, a business executive, and non-profit leader, which shows that I am up to this
task. I am up to building a coalition and advancing Atlanta together.

Eaves

Atlanta’s prosperity risks pricing-out many who want to own a home in the city. We must work hard to attract investment but remain
vigilant against forcing out the city’s middle-class and underemployed citizens through gentrification. As Atlanta’s next mayor you can
count on me to build a city in which firefighters, police officers, teachers and others can afford to live. Under the John Eaves
Administration at City Hall, affordable housing will be a top priority—it will be more than just small set-asides while developers rake in
big bucks using public money to finance their construction projects.

Ammanamanchi

Unfortunately, our housing challenges are largely self-inflicted. We are losing more affordable units than we are gaining because of
property values rising and dilapidation. Invest Atlanta has let private developers decide what is affordable and where to build, and that
just isn't producing enough units that are actually affordable. Therefore, I believe the City should take charge in directing Invest Atlanta
towards building multifamily houses and multiplexes where land is available, whether it is on land owned by AHA, or land trusts, or
vacant lots, to fill the gaps in the locations and amount of affordable housing units that we need.
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Candidate

Please explain your views, overall, on the housing challenges faced by the City of Atlanta and what you believe the role of City
government is in providing affordable housing?
As Mayor, I would like to increase the supply of affordable housing. There is no one “best practice” on addressing this issue. However,
we as a city can institute a set of policies designed to increase the number of units of affordable housing. There are three main types of
instruments: unit set-asides, monetary-or-other compensation to builder/developers, and rent control. Of these, Atlanta has the legal
authority to act upon unit set-asides and builder/developer compensation. It takes vision and political will to have a desirable, inclusive
community in which we want for our city. A Norwood Administration would strive to implement the following policies:

Norwood
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A. Protecting Senior Homeowners: Property taxes are a major issue for low- and moderate-income.
• The city should increase funding in for existing senior home repair programs with priority placed upon gentrifying areas of the
city.
• Appoint and form a joint Property Tax Task Force between the city of Atlanta, Fulton County Government and the Atlanta
Public School Board to develop a uniform policy on property tax deferral for seniors with incomes under $55,000.
• Develop a “Senior Match” program for seniors who own two or three bedroom homes to rent to college students or other
single individuals. Seniors who rent could be rewarded with a property tax discount, (not to mention additional income). This
program could be an initiative of the city’s existing Office of Housing and Community Development.
B. Reduce, freeze or delay property taxes in impacted areas: It should be city policy to retain long-time homeowners in at risk
neighborhoods. As with the joint task force on property taxes the city, the county and APS could pass legislation and adopt policies
for properties that experience a 10% or greater property tax increase in a given year by:
• Deferring property taxes until the home is sold.
• Developing a uniform tax reduction policy.
• Or, developing a joint policy of a freeze on property taxes when city makes a determination that a neighborhood is at risk.
C. Prohibit large-scale development in at-risk neighborhoods: The city’s attempts to designate a number of units as “affordable”
housing in large-scale developments has failed miserably. The city should explore and adopt a policy that prevents large-scale luxury
development in at risk neighborhoods. Mixed use, small and middle-scale development with could be encouraged through tax
incentives. Large-scale luxury development should be severely penalized (when a developer does not meet affordable housing unit
goals) and/or banned where market rate development is not allowed.
D. Work with HUD, AHA and Invest Atlanta to create "stabilization vouchers": AHA, Invest Atlanta and the city should work with HUD
to allow for an exemption in housing vouchers to create a pilot program of stabilization vouchers. This would be financial rental
assistance for long-time residents of low-income communities. This would be a long-term goal in that it would require waivers under
the Section 8 program from HUD. It is not a quick fix.
E. Use city-owned property to create low-income housing.
F. Use judicial in-rem to recycle abandoned/blighted properties for affordable housing.
G. Aggressively fund middle-income housing and Aggressively build middle income housing (the city as a developer): According to A
City for All Campaign 2017, Atlanta proper is in immediate need of 25,000 affordable housing units and subject to losing 24,000
units by 2030. Therefore, how the city funds and acts as a change agent for affordable and workforce housing needs a fresh, bold
and creative approach. The city already participates in Housing Opportunity Bonds and other economic development tools to
incentivize the creation of affordable housing units. The city has to be more aggressive in this area and provide more funding. As a
city, we need to have a policy debate on the role of government in creating affordable housing. Does the city only guarantee loans?
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Candidate

Please explain your views, overall, on the housing challenges faced by the City of Atlanta and what you believe the role of City
government is in providing affordable housing?
Do we boldly expand the role of city government to act as a “Developer in Chief” to actually take on a new role in the development
arena? When a city charter is silent on a subject, it is generally assumed the city has right, unless otherwise restricted by the state
legislature, to pursue a policy or endeavor. The charter is silent on the role the city can or cannot play in financing, encouraging and
developing workforce housing … it is time to have this debate so that as a city we may become more aggressive in this area. We
want an Atlanta for all, not an Atlanta only for the wealthy.
H. Set attainable goals on the units of workforce housing built annually: The city’s efforts in setting and attaining goals for creating
affordable housing units, especially rental units, has not been realistic nor does it lend itself to transparency and accountability. It is
time for the city to explore the possible creation of a of a city department that specifically addresses the issues of workforce housing
and homelessness in Atlanta. As with other large American cities, the creation of a Department of Housing Conservation and
Development. This department could potentially be charged with:
• Affordable housing financing – the central conduit by which the city, AHA and Invest Atlanta coordinate financing activities.
• Affordable housing accountability, oversight and development
• Housing and Senior Home Repair Program
• Down Payment Assistance
• Coordination of Homelessness Activities and Programs
None of these points are quick fixes. It will take vision and commitment on behalf of the next Mayor to address the wealth gap and
eliminate the unintended consequences of gentrification

Fort

While all of the issues above are critical and have to be managed effectively, I believe the gentrification of the city and ensuring that we
have a city that has a place for everyone of every socio-economic circumstance is critical and is the urgent issue facing us now. If the
next Mayor does not act to ensure that we have effective programs that create a significant increase in affordable housing, Atlanta will
become a city of the very wealthy and the very poor, with the middle and working classes pushed out.
I believe city government is the key to those programs, through increases in money and financial incentives to build affordable housing
and policies such as inclusionary zoning to ensure that truly affordable units are built.
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Candidate

Do you have a specific plan, legislative initiatives or structural/operational changes to City government you will champion around
affordable housing? (You may submit an answer to this question via email)
I believe that affordable housing requires an attack from multiple angles, including a redefinition of what constitutes affordability in the
City of Atlanta. Currently, the City defines affordability at approximately 80% of AMI. I think we have to restructure that definition of
affordability.
I believe that maintaining reasonable property tax levels plays a critical role in affordability. We should work with the General Assembly
to develop a cap on property tax increases year over year. For example, in some States, property taxes cannot be increased under any
circumstance more than 20% year over year.

Sterling

I believe that once we have re-defined what constitutes affordability, we should have mandatory and voluntary inclusionary zoning as a
part of our affordable housing plan.
I believe we should look at innovative solutions for unique housing options that also provide affordable solutions such as micro housing
and container homes.
I don't believe there is a silver bullet, but we do have to manufacture and develop ways to make living in our City affordable and
available to individuals of all income levels.
We should ask the State for a waiver on rent ceilings or alternatively ask the State to institute a cap on how much landlords can raise
rent year over year. No one should have a 40% or 50% increase in their rent unexpectedly

Woolard

As Mayor, I will appoint a Commissioner of Housing and create and implement an Affordable Housing Action Plan based on existing
relevant data and studies; defining our options for new dedicated revenue sources along with associated specific and measurable
preservation/production targets for affordable housing at various income levels (including for homeless individuals), which will be
tracked, reported to the public in a transparent way, and adjusted as market dynamics change. I will ensure that publicly-owned assets
like the Civic Center site and property along the Atlanta BeltLine are used to create new affordable housing options, and I will secure
new public land in areas of future need through purchasing boarded up apartments buildings and vacant tax delinquent houses, and
exploring a large scale implementation of the innovative community land trust model. Public ownership of land and use of the
community land trust 99-year land lease allows us to create and enforce long-term “lasting” affordability instead of solely relying on our
current term limited expiring affordability models and programs. And I will ensure that lasting affordable housing is located in fastgrowing areas that offer access to jobs, quality education, community parks, and basic retail services. As Mayor I would focus on three
solution-oriented strategies to help increase the number of units as well as reduce the cost of living for those struggling to live in our
City:
Innovative use of public assets: City-owned assets like the Civic Center site and property owned along the Atlanta BeltLine should be
used to create new affordable housing options by providing land for the private sector to build what we need, or building housing in
partnership with non-profit housing groups or our own Atlanta Housing Authority. We should also be securing land in areas of future
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Candidate

Do you have a specific plan, legislative initiatives or structural/operational changes to City government you will champion around
affordable housing? (You may submit an answer to this question via email)
need where possible so that we can continue to guide our growth in a sustainable way.
Sustainable housing expansion policies: By using a combination of public policy to mandate and incentivize inclusionary housing
development; appropriate and innovative land use and development regulations to incentivize it; dedicated revenue streams and
targeted financial incentives to fund it, we can work to ensure that affordable housing is located in fast-growing areas and offers access
to jobs, quality education, community parks, and basic commercial services like grocery and drug stores.
Transit inclusive development: Transportation costs in terms of both money and time impact our low and moderate income residents
the most. By developing transit oriented affordable housing and expanding and improving our public transit and mobility infrastructure,
we can help reduce the cost of living by reducing the need for cars and give all Atlantans more options to get where they need to go
without using cars or enduring lengthy bus rides for every trip.
As Mayor, I will make Atlanta affordable by increasing the amount of affordable housing options in the city and increasing the city’s
affordable housing thresholds. Currently, the city requires new developers of residential property to set aside 10% to 15% of its units as
affordable housing. However, I will require all new developers receiving city funding or subsidies to set aside at least 20% of its units as
affordable.
Also, I will bring light to blight by transforming over 5,000 of the city’s most blighted and dilapidated vacant and abandoned homes and
turn them into affordable housing options for low-income families, educators, recent college graduates, and law enforcement.

Mitchell

I will work to create Displacement Free Zones to place annual property tax caps in underserved communities that are susceptible to
gentrification to prevent residents and small businesses from being priced out as their neighborhoods become more attractive to
developers and investors.
Additionally, I will explore partnering with the city’s stakeholders to create Community Land Trusts to develop permanent affordable
housing and rent control programs to keep rates affordable for low and moderate income residents.
Lastly, I will encourage homeownership by rewarding residents who have remained in their homes for over 10 years and experienced
significant increase in property assessments over the previous year.
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Candidate

Do you have a specific plan, legislative initiatives or structural/operational changes to City government you will champion around
affordable housing? (You may submit an answer to this question via email)
1.

Hall

2.

3.

Lance Bottoms

Deliver 10,000 new housing units at a variety of price points by:
• Utilizing Atlanta Housing Authority property or other appropriate land
• Buy down the cost of land around corridors needing redevelopment served by transit
Encourage more diversity in types of housing via:
• Micro-housing, duplexes and garden apartments that can be incorporated into existing neighborhoods
• Expansion of the Accessory Dwelling Unit legislation I passed in Spring of 2017
Restore and increase the capacity of Community Development Corporations across Atlanta to ensure that smaller, local investors
can have a financial stake in the success of their communities.

I will expand Displacement Free Zones throughout the city.
The housing policy community has a silo problem. This applies to stakeholders. The mayor’s office cannot stand alone on this. We need a
comprehensive plan where there’s a seat at the table for the Atlanta Beltline Partnership, the Atlanta Housing Authority, Invest Atlanta
and other public partners, including the Fulton County Land Bank, MARTA, and many more.
The same issue applies when choosing a course of action. Too often, we talk about tools like zoning or subsidies as if they are a panacea.
There’s no silver bullet on this. We need the whole toolbox because the best course of action is a case-by-case proposition. For example,
I intend to use – where appropriate – site-specific negotiations, Community Development Corporations, Community Land Trusts. And,
we must make sure the public is aware of and has access to programs designed to support their housing needs.

Aman

This same spirit of a comprehensive approach carries when looking at housing within the context of other policy areas. Housing is
directly impacted by the investments we make elsewhere. Transportation is a great example. Any time you increase access to quality
transit, it grows the effective income of those living nearby. In other words, if you’re paying for a Breeze card rather than gasoline,
suddenly you have more money that might be applied to rent, and as a result your housing options may shift.
Finally, there are unnecessary siloes in the way we talk about those in need. Too often, the dialogue centers exclusively around the
subdivision of people based on what strata they fall within, in terms of Area Median Income (AMI). That is an over simplification. These
are real people, defined by more than a paycheck. Different neighborhoods want different things. Different age groups want different
things. One-size-fits-all does not work on this subject. Take seniors for example. There is a demand for community-based low rent
apartment complexes built to meet the unique needs of those 65 and older.
We must embrace the overlap. If we do that, we can get everyone at the table, acting with intention, taking all variables into account,
and better understanding the people and neighborhoods we’re trying to help. That’s my plan.
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Candidate

Do you have a specific plan, legislative initiatives or structural/operational changes to City government you will champion around
affordable housing? (You may submit an answer to this question via email)

Eaves

We will redouble our effort to increase affordable housing with our development authority, Invest Atlanta, which now only requires
developers who use public money to set aside about 15 percent of their units as affordable housing. That percentage should be much
higher. Further, I will insist that the Atlanta Beltline development live up to its promises to produce affordable housing, which so far has
been less than dismal at best.

Ammanamanchi

As mentioned before, I would focus Imvest Atlanta on taking charge with building units that are actually affordable, and not throwing
money at private developers. I would rely less on application-based rent subsidies and take the approach of reducing the cost of
construction, design, and land purchase to pass the cost savings onto tenants.
The city’s efforts in setting and attaining goals for creating affordable housing units, especially rental units, has not been realistic nor
does it lend itself to transparency and accountability. It is time for the city to explore the possible creation of a of a city department that
specifically addresses the issues of workforce housing and homelessness in Atlanta. As with other large American cities, the creation of a
Department of Housing Conservation and Development. This department could potentially be charged with:

Norwood

Fort
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•
•
•
•
•

Affordable housing financing – the central conduit by which the city, AHA and Invest Atlanta coordinate financing activities.
Affordable housing accountability, oversight and development
Housing and Senior Home Repair Program
Down Payment Assistance
Coordination of Homelessness Activities and Programs

Yes. I believe the city needs a real - and legally enforceable - definition of affordability. Right now we have a definition that sets the
income level too high and is really only a suggestion instead of a requirement. We must combine that policy change with a large
increase in the amount of money available to subsidize the construction of affordable units and well as the rehabbing of abandoned or
declining housing units into usable affordable units.
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Income Level Commitments for City Investments
Annual household income level you’d commit to for:
Candidate

Prioritizing the use of
Housing Trust Fund revenue

Producing housing with
Inclusionary Zoning

Prioritizing City funding for
Housing Preservation

Sterling

$40,500 (60% AMI) or less

$40,500 (60% AMI) or less

$40,500 (60% AMI) or less

Woolard

$33,750 (50% AMI) or less

$33,750 (50% AMI) or less

$33,750 (50% AMI) or less

Mitchell

$54,000 (80% AMI) or less

$54,000 (80% AMI) or less

$54,000 (80% AMI) or less

Hall

$33,750 (50% AMI) or less

$54,000 (80% AMI) or less

$33,750 (50% AMI) or less

Lance Bottoms

No response

No response

No response

Aman

No response

No response

No response

Eaves

$67,500 (100% AMI) or less

$67,500 (100% AMI) or less

$67,500 (100% AMI) or less

Ammanamanchi

$40,500 (60% AMI) or less

$67,500 (100% AMI) or less

$54,000 (80% AMI) or less

No response

No response

No response

$24,300 (30% AMI) or less

$24,300 (30% AMI) or less

$24,300 (30% AMI) or less

Norwood
Fort
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Housing Trust Fund

Other

$350 million

$250 million

$150 million

Candidate

$50 million

At what level of investment would you be willing to commit local public funds
for capitalizing a Housing Trust Fund by year 2021?

Sterling



Depends on our ability to leverage funds from HUD HTF and the posture of our
City budge

Woolard



I believe the number is somewhere between $50 million - $150 million a year

Mitchell



While I am totally committed to providing local public funds for a Housing Trust
Fund, I am unable to provide a specific dollar amount at this time

Lance Bottoms



Aman



Eaves



Without in-depth discussions with our financial advisors, it would be irresponsible
to commit to an amount at this time
It would be premature to commit new public dollars when we have not yet
optimized all of the current resources at our disposal through the public and
private sectors.
Conduct complete review of city's finances then decide how much to allocate and
how to pay for it.



Hall

Ammanamanchi

Norwood





It is not possible at this point to say what amount is appropriate Housing Trust
Fund level by 2021. As a candidate, I’m not in possession of a full analysis of the
current financial situation of the City. Furthermore, I cannot predict what policy
changes may be made at HUD by the new administration, nor can I project
economic conditions four years out. With that understanding, Mary Norwood
whole-heartedly supports the notion of establishing a dedicated revenue source
for affordable housing in the city.
If elected, I’ll propose a detailed housing study be conducted. This study would
extend to legal research on revenue sources prospectively available to capitalize a
housing trust fund at the state and local level, economic forecasts of revenue,
program and policy design, housing trust fund legislation drafting, and expert
facilitation assistance in housing trust fund programmatic regulations through the
legislative process at the state and local level.
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Other

$350 million

$250 million

$50 million

Candidate

$150 million

At what level of investment would you be willing to commit local public funds
for capitalizing a Housing Trust Fund by year 2021?



Fort

Rather than specify a specific number now, I will tell you how I will make the
decision. I will push the Council to appropriate the funds needed to dramatically
increase the amount of affordable housing available that is inclusive of the full
spectrum of income levels we have in Atlanta. If that is $350 million, I will push
for that. If it is more, I will work to find the money to do so.

Other

Dedicated Source of
Revenue. Even though
state approval may be
required

Candidate

Annual Budget Allocation

What sources of local public funds would you be willing to commit to
using to capitalize a Housing Trust Funds? Select all that apply.



Sterling
Woolard





Mitchell





Hall







Depends on our ability to leverage funds from the HUD HTF. We could explore new revenue sources to
capitalize a HTF
Working with the private sector and philanthropy I believe we can find additional commitments for
funding



Creative Leverage Layering Partnerships

Lance Bottoms



Aman



A commitment to the funding source cannot be made without further discussions with the appropriate
financial experts.
I would be open to looking at targeted funding for CLTs, potentially spent on partnerships with nonprofits to help the projects get off the ground.

Eaves
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Other funds that the voters and stakeholders are willing to approve
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Ammanamanchi

Norwood

Fort

Other

Dedicated Source of
Revenue. Even though
state approval may be
required

Candidate

Annual Budget Allocation

What sources of local public funds would you be willing to commit to
using to capitalize a Housing Trust Funds? Select all that apply.





As part of a detailed housing study I would have conducted, an economic analysis would help determine
if Atlanta should consider using commercial development linkage fees in support of a local housing trust

funds. Cities such as San Diego and Oakland, among others have established this linkage and it is a
possible avenue the City of Atlanta should explore.
In addition to allocations in the city budget and working with my former colleagues at the General
 Assembly to create a dedicated revenue source, I will look at other jurisdictions for additional revenue
sources, including the private and nonprofit sectors for funding.

Candidate

Explain your answers to Housing Trust Fund questions, or offer specific ideas or policies for providing revenue for affordable housing

Woolard

As Mayor, my most urgent priority is to secure long-term housing access and affordability for the following 3 groups – people who are
homeless, renter households earning 50% AMI or lower, and existing homeowners immediately threatened with displacement due to
property tax increases resulting from rapidly rising property values.

Hall

Neighborhood-specific to create a more healthy and balanced city.

Lance Bottoms

I would need to have additional information before committing to an amount

Aman

I’m committed to supporting Atlantans at all income levels, including those at 30 percent AMI and lower. As mentioned earlier, AMI is a
one marker to guide housing policies. However, it is not the only one. We have to take the character of neighborhoods, the age of its
residents, and a number of other factors into account. We need to be responsive to demand, which is far more nuanced than AMI
suggests
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Candidate

Explain your answers to Housing Trust Fund questions, or offer specific ideas or policies for providing revenue for affordable housing

Eaves

Families in the toughest financial position should have the first crack at what is available, but I do believe we should include up to the
highest dollar amount possible, considering that even at income of $67,500 a family of four will struggle to find decent, safe and
affordable housing and still meet all the other needs of living, i.e. healthcare, food, etc.

Ammanamanchi

My message to the City is that we need to be building housing units at 10x the rate that we are currently. Yes, that means we need to
invest more money into that process, but we can be fair about allocating money from the budget, and earning revenue through new
sources that directly relate to land occupancy. For example, a parking space tax is a fair new way to fund affordable housing stock, as it
takes up land that is now unusable for housing.
It is not possible at this point to say what amount is appropriate Housing Trust Fund level by 2021. As a candidate, I’m not in possession
of a full analysis of the current financial situation of the City. Furthermore, I cannot predict what policy changes may be made at HUD by
the new administration, nor can I project economic conditions four years out. To make such a commitment at this point without a
detailed analysis of needs of residents is not the best interest of those in need of housing assistance. I recognize the greatest need for
affordable housing is at the lower end of the income range, however a mayor needs to be careful not to prioritize any programmatic
recommendation without all of the necessary information.

Norwood

As noted previously, I will propose that a detailed housing study be conducted. This study would extend to legal research on revenue
sources prospectively available to capitalize a housing trust fund at the state and local level. The study would also include economic
forecasts of revenue, program and policy design, housing trust fund legislation drafting, and expert facilitation assistance in housing trust
fund programmatic regulations through the legislative process at the state and local level. As part of that effort an economic analysis
would be required before commercial development linkage fees in support of local housing trust funds could be determined. This
information is needed in order to make an informed decision. Cities such as San Diego and Oakland, among others have established this
linkage and it is a possible avenue the City of Atlanta should explore.
As I mentioned above, the city’s current definition of affordability sets too high of an income level. I want to have affordable housing
available in the city limits for the full spectrum of people who want and need to live here.

Fort
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I have had town hall style meetings across the city, including with workers in different sectors of our economy, including restaurant
workers, those in the music and art communities, small business owners and retirees. We need to make sure that those workers can live
in the communities where they work and retirees who wish to stay in the city can do so.
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Inclusionary Zoning

1 – Not Committed




2

Ammanamanchi

Eaves



Fort



Norwood

Indicate your level of commitment for
supporting a city-wide mandatory Inclusionary
Zoning ordinance?

Aman

Lance Bottoms

Hall

Question

Mitchell

Sterling

Woolard

Candidate







3
4 – Totally Committed















What incentives would you commit to approve
as part of an Inclusionary Zoning ordinance?
Select all that apply
None
Tax abatement
Density bonuses





Reduced parking minimums






Lower permit fees
Expedited permitting





N/A, I'm not at all committed to IZ





Other (please specify)
See Note 1 for Aman response

























Note 1: Every incentive listed where it makes sense, but not necessarily within a zoning ordinance.
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Candidate

Woolard

Explain your answers to Inclusionary Zoning questions, or offer specific ideas or policies related to Inclusionary Zoning.

As Mayor, I will aggressively pursue approval and implementation of mandatory inclusionary zoning Citywide, with the clear understanding
that some appropriate level of public incentive must be directly linked to that effort, in order to comply with current Georgia State law
Georgia law OCGA § 44-7-19 and protect against future legal challenge to the policy.
Last month, thousands of Fulton county residents received extraordinarily high property tax assessments from the Fulton County Board of
Assessors. Eventually, Fulton County voted to freeze residential property assessments at 2016 levels, providing temporary relief to residents
who may not otherwise be able to afford to pay the increase in assessments. However, that relief is only temporary and does not address the
larger issue.

Mitchell

Hall

Through my leadership and as Chair of the Revenue and Finance Committee for the Georgia Municipal Association, I encourage my colleagues
to create a taskforce to develop more sustainable and permanent policy recommendations to address defects in our state law, which made
the massive tax hikes possible in the first place. Additionally, I am calling for more frequent and routine tax assessments to prevent surprise
massive tax hikes. As Mayor, I will implement a 5% cap on how much property tax assessments can increase from year-to-year and
inclusionary zoning policies to prevent high tax assessment increases.
I think IZ is a great tool if we can use it, but we also have a number of other tools at our disposal, like the opportunity bond and city-owned
land, and we should continue to pursue those immediately to achieve results. IZ is not a “silver bullet” solution, and nothing is. We need to
use all the tools we have, to the maximum effect, immediately.
I’m supportive of using zoning to incent development, particularly in areas of lower density where we would like to see growth. Certain types
of mandatory inclusionary zoning have merit, such as IZ that includes specific incentives. Lower density markets in Atlanta are inherently
riskier investments for developers. If zoning restrictions are too rigid then these projects would be the first ones to be abandoned. As a result,
we will just see more construction in already thriving areas, if not outside the city – none of which are desirable outcomes.

Aman

Eaves
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If the ultimate goal is to grow our affordable housing stock as much as possible, then it is bad policy to peg to a single AMI. Such a
commitment assumes that demand for real estate is the same everywhere in Atlanta, which it isn’t. If the city is talking to a developer in a
dense area like Midtown, then it has more leverage to impose housing requirements at lower AMI. But that leverage falls elsewhere in the
city in line with demand. Thus it is not wise to make a blanket commitment based solely on income
As Chairman of Fulton County, the past 10 years, I have championed the idea of Inclusionary Zoning and the development of new residential
properties to include sizeable percentages of affordable housing. I believe if developers wish to get a tax break, or tax incentives through uses
of public funds, (such as Tax Allocation Districts or Abatements) they must be willing to build affordable housing units at more than 15
percent.
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Candidate

Explain your answers to Inclusionary Zoning questions, or offer specific ideas or policies related to Inclusionary Zoning.

Ammanamanchi

In theory, this would be a great policy to get some units for low-income families in apartment buildings. In practice, the "workforce housing"
units end up being too expensive for the lowest income families, because developers cannot construct units cheaply enough in the same
building as middle and upper level income units. I am a fan of encouraging income diversity within an apartment complex, but it can't be the
focus of our efforts for affordable housing because it doesn't work well enough. As I said in the previous page, I feel that the better plan is to
deliberately change the construction methods and policies of public housing to have the City provide the affordable units for the families that
need it the most.

Norwood

There is no one, single way to solve the affordable housing matter; the public sector cannot do this on its own. Put simply, there are not
enough local, state, or federal funded programs and subsidies available to address the problem sufficiently; the private sector needs to play a
role. With that understanding, the private sector cannot be asked to solve this problem on its own any more than the city. As we all know,
inclusionary zoning is a way to require that new development projects provide some amount of affordable housing. The requirement can be
mandatory or voluntary. The City of Atlanta’s voluntary program did not work in practice. The current Beltline Overlay had five or more units
will be mandated to provide 15% of their units at a rent that is affordable to someone making 80% of the area median income (AMI) or 10% of
their units at 65% of area median income. This has not worked either. In May 2016, I supported the Inclusionary Zoning Ordinance 16-O-1163.
The requires any developer receiving subsidies from a development authority to set aside 15 percent of units for individuals who make 80
percent of the area median income or 10 percent of units for lower-income residents -- those who make 60 percent of the area median
income. This is a vast improvement over the City’s previous voluntary program. Most developers view a mandated program as burdensome
and costly. There is an array of costs associated with a project including land costs, construction costs, parking costs and entitlements, among
others. The most successful and best practices programs offer a mixture of carrots and sticks. As the city continues the conversation on this
matter it is vital that we work with the development community (for profit and non-profit) to create several scenarios for small, medium and
large-scale development projects. This includes new construction and substantial rehabilitation. What are the pro forma analysis with existing
costs of development? It would be beneficial also to quantify the economic value of incentives, both cash and non-cash, which may be used to
offset the cost of complying with affordable housing inclusionary obligations. This process should help go a long way in helping to determine
how much money these projects require to make them affordable at a variety of income levels. At this point, we can see what type of
incentives the private sector needs to create this type of housing. We must consider removing parking minimums and moving toward parking
maximums as a way projects in certain neighborhoods may reduce costs, and examine the effect density bonuses can reduce the overall cost
of development. Any advances in the area of affordable housing are going to require an open mind to all ideas, cooperation and compromise
by all parties. Larger projects might be able to use this more effectively than medium size or smaller projects. To be effective, this type of
program cannot be made too onerous which is why we also should examine the cost/benefit of a lieu fee program that could be used to fund
the Housing Trust Fund. Again, I would like to use those development scenarios to examine what this might look like. Tax abatement,
providing it sunsets in a reasonable amount of time and is applied judiciously, is another way we can stimulate affordable housing production.
For example, developers of market-rate rental buildings of 100 units or more in certain neighborhoods can get a full property tax exemption
for a pre-defined number of years if they set aside 25 to 30 percent of the units for low and moderate-income tenants. Any abatement
program would have to be coordinated with the city’s comptroller to ensure that any loss of revenue is fiscally prudent and can be offset by
other funding mechanisms
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Candidate

Fort

Explain your answers to Inclusionary Zoning questions, or offer specific ideas or policies related to Inclusionary Zoning.

Inclusionary zoning is critical to having an inclusive city that has space for everyone. I have been an advocate for inclusionary zoning, and will
push for a citywide program to require it. In addition to the features you mentioned above, I will look at jurisdictions across the nation to find
effective programs we can try in Atlanta.




2

























Eaves







3
4 – Totally Committed

Fort

1 – Not Committed

Norwood



Ammanamanchi

Requiring public investment in affordable
housing achieve long term (30 years or
more) or permanent affordability?

Aman

Lance Bottoms

Hall

At what level are you committed to:

Mitchell

Sterling

Woolard

Housing Preservation













Specific City investment in Community Land
Trusts to achieve permanent affordability
for subsidized housing units?
1 – Not Committed
2
3





4 – Totally Committed





Specific City investment to preserve existing
affordable units with extended, expanded or
new subsidies?
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4 – Totally Committed

Candidate














Aman

Lance Bottoms






Fort

2

Norwood



Ammanamanchi



Eaves

1 – Not Committed

Hall

At what level are you committed to:

Mitchell

Sterling

Woolard
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Explain your answers to Housing Preservation questions, or offer specific ideas or policies for affordable housing preservation.
Expiring affordability of existing subsidized and naturally occurring affordable housing far exceeds the capacity of our available resources
used for production of new affordable units, making it practically impossible to ever “catch up” with the affordable housing demand in
our City. We must shift our focus to more long term permanently affordable housing models which include community land trusts.

Woolard

As Mayor, I will consider Community Land Trust affordable housing a better and more sustainable investment of public funding, since
the model is based on retaining a one-time public subsidy investment in the property, and keeping the same home affordable in
perpetuity rather than recapturing some smaller portion of the original subsidy or often forgiving the entire subsidy amount at some set
date.
As Mayor I will seek to preserve some specific number of existing affordable units with a priority for identifying, investing in and
preserving those that can meet high quality standards for living environments and which are located in high opportunity areas with
transit, job and quality education access.
As Mayor, I will recognize the majority of our affordable housing need is among the renter population with over 43,000 existing
households paying more than half of their income on rent based on recent data from the Atlanta Transformation Alliance. I will also
target households earning 50% AMI and below for affordable housing preservation funding.

Mitchell

The median annual Public School Teacher salary in Atlanta, GA is $53,707, as of August 03, 2017, with a range usually between $46,883$62,003 not including bonus and benefit information and other factors that impact base pay. I want to ensure that we are keeping
Atlanta affordable for everyday Atlantans.
The Atlanta Trust Collaborative is currently supporting 3 Community Land Trust affordable home demonstration projects in two Atlanta
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Candidate

Explain your answers to Housing Preservation questions, or offer specific ideas or policies for affordable housing preservation.
Beltline neighborhoods. The first Community Land Trust development in Georgia history was The Lofts at Reynoldstown Crossing.
When I am Mayor, the city will partner with Invest Atlanta, the Atlanta Trust Collaborative and financial institutions to create Community
Land Trust in high revitalization neighborhoods to prevent gentrification and displacement of low-income and middle-income residents
and create affordable housing and workforce housing options.

Hall

I think we have great opportunity in this area, and that age plays a role in market affordability. Today's luxury apartments are likely
affordable housing in 30 years.
I am a staunch proponent of housing preservation. I referenced CLTs previously. They are a great example. Anytime, anywhere that it is
advantageous for the city to implement a CLT, I am all in and totally committed. Zoning is another great tool. In both cases you retain
ownership in some form in perpetuity. This protects the city against an affordable housing shortage down the line.

Aman

Also, the Housing Opportunity Bond has been very successful. We should look into doubling it.
Lastly, I am committed to prioritizing housing preservation for projects affecting all Atlantans, regardless of income.

Eaves

Families in the toughest financial position should have the first crack at what is available, but I do believe we should include up to the
highest dollar amount possible, considering that even at income of $67,500 a family of four will struggle to find decent, safe and
affordable housing and still meet all the other needs of living, i.e. healthcare, food, etc.

Ammanamanchi

I strongly support subsidies to preserve the affordability of current housing. However, I must note that subsidies are a remedy to a
mistake, and having a subsidy on a newly built house is a recognition that the house was not built inexpensively enough to simply charge
an affordable rent off-the-shelf. If we want to be smart and deliberate about constructing and providing affordable units to full time
working people, then we can't continue to rely on subsidies to cover the cost of the unit that the tenant cannot pay. On the subject of
senior homes and housing the homeless, we can provide housing subsidies based on the tenant, but that subsidy must be proactively
applied by the City knowing the tenants' situation, and not an application process.

Norwood

It is not possible at this point to say what amount is appropriate for annual household income lever for the use of City funds for Housing
Preservation. As a candidate, I’m not in possession of a full analysis of the current financial situation of the City. Furthermore, I cannot
predict what policy changes may be made at HUD by the new administration, nor can I project economic conditions four years out.

Fort

Keeping the affordable units that Atlanta already has is key to stopping our rapid gentrification. Community land trusts are an excellent
tool for ensuring that affordable housing units that are built are kept affordable. I am for implementing their use in Atlanta, and looking
to other cities that have done so to find best practices we can implement here.

Gentrification and Displacement
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Candidate

How would you rate gentrification and displacement as a priority for the City, and what role do you see government playing to
address this issue?

Sterling

No response

Woolard

As Mayor, I will recognize that significant public infrastructure investment often acts as a private market catalyst for neighborhood
change, which must be intentionally planned and managed by the use of local government policies to avoid involuntary displacement of
long term residents and vulnerable community members.

Mitchell

I believe gentrification is a huge issue facing Atlantans and the city plays a huge role in addressing the issue. Gentrification along with
affordable housing will be a top issue for my Administration. It is the city's responsibility to protect and guard the interests of its
residents. As Mayor, I will not only ensure that Atlanta is affordable for all residents, I will provide opportunities for our residents to take
advantage of the city’s tremendous growth experienced over the last decade.

Hall

I have a fundamental understanding of non-displacement from my experiences in the Old Fourth Ward and the Martin Luther King
Historic District. As Mayor, I will double-down on this commitment. We will focus development on corridors that are accessible by transit
and allow infill that makes sense so that we can accommodate a doubling in population while preserving what we love about Atlanta-our neighborhoods

Lance Bottoms

No response

Aman

The broader conversation around gentrification, displacement and inclusion are a defining issue in this election. People need not only to
afford to live in Atlanta but stay here long-term. That’s why CLT’s and zoning are so important. One show of my commitment on this
front is my involvement in the Westside Future Fund. I got engaged because I felt it was important to make sure they got it right and
built in policies that made this a conversation not just about affording a house today, but creating a bulwark against rising costs that will
assuredly continue as the population swells and certain developments press forward.

Eaves

THIS IS A TOP PRIORITY: it has been as for me as Chairman of Fulton County and it will be when I am mayor of Atlanta.

Ammanamanchi

Gentrification is a touchy issue as current residents feel victimized by development, yet outsiders welcome it as a chance to cleanse the
area of unwanted low-income housing and retail. I lean heavily towards the needs of existing residents, and would guide new policy and
development to preserve the character of the community and prevent displacement of lifelong residents.

Norwood

No response
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Increased homestead exemptions



1 – Not Committed




2
3
4 – Totally Committed

Fort

Norwood

Ammanamanchi

Eaves






Aman

Lance Bottoms

Hall

Mitchell

Woolard

Level of commitment to adopting
gentrification and displacement policies or
actions, even if state legislative approval is
required?:

Sterling
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Tax abatement / deferral
1 – Not Committed
2
3
4 – Totally Committed









City investment for rehab/maintenance
loans for home and apartment owners
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Eviction prevention and reform

3
4 – Totally Committed
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Candidate

Woolard

Explain your answers to Gentrification and Displacement questions, or offer specific ideas or policies to address the pressure of
gentrification.
To protect long term residents from being priced out of their homes through rising property values, I will ensure that existing homestead
exemptions are targeted and meaningful, and that low-income and senior homeowners are given solid relief while protecting the Atlanta
Public School system’s future budget. I also will evaluate the entire Atlanta tax digest to ensure that non-resident investment property
owners pay a significant minimum property tax after adjustments for exemptions. Finally, I will work to update legislation when the
General Assembly convenes in January, in order to give Atlanta the authority necessary to take action on property tax and gentrification
related issues.
Consistent with my goals around affordable housing preservation, as Mayor I will seek to preserve some specific number of existing
affordable units with a priority for identifying, investing in and preserving those that can meet high quality standards for living
environments and which are located in high opportunity areas with transit, job and quality education access. I will also link these
investments whenever possible to a permanent affordability strategy, which can allow these rehab/maintenance investments to
contribute toward a community land trust affordable housing portfolio.
No resident should be priced out of their homes due to urban redevelopment. As Mayor, I will work to create Displacement Free Zones
to place annual property tax caps in underserved communities that are susceptible to gentrification to prevent residents and small
businesses from being priced out as their neighborhoods become more attractive to developers and investors.

Mitchell

I will partner with nonprofits and community-based organizations to create permanent affordable housing and rent control programs to
keep housing susceptible to gentrification at affordable rates for low and moderate income residents.
Lastly, I will encourage homeownership by rewarding residents who have remained in their homes for over 10 years and experienced
significant increases in property assessment by offering Longtime Occupancy Credits to residents, especially our seniors

Hall

Fulton and DeKalb already have among the highest homestead exemptions in Georgia, we should add layers of incentives for lowincome residents and seniors, not high- income homeowners.
I would also like a dollar home program to regenerate and sustain legacy neighborhoods.

Aman

It is worth exploring the increase of homestead exemptions so that we can retain our population and keep people in their homes. Tax
abatements are critical to realizing improved affordable housing. As the previous section suggests, preservation is also a priority. I am
very supportive of rehabilitation and maintenance support, particularly for our senior citizens, a rising demographic in the city.
Ultimately, all of these considerations need to be balanced.
The statistics around eviction in Atlanta are galling. Every Atlantan deserves his or her fair share of dignity. When City Hall turns a blind
eye to aggressive or improper eviction policies, then it is not serving the people, it is not affording them that which they deserve. It is
failing its constituents. As mayor, I will work with the community, civic and state leaders to ensure we treat people with respect and
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Candidate

Explain your answers to Gentrification and Displacement questions, or offer specific ideas or policies to address the pressure of
gentrification.
provide support as they work to get back on their feet.

Ammanamanchi

Norwood

The Anti Displacement Tax Fund is a great initiative to protect residents against rising property taxes, but again, it is simply a remedy.
Like i said before, the government should know the situation of the tenant, and apply tax rates accordingly. For example, residents with
a certain amount of tenure should simply be locked into a property tax rate from before the speculative boom. Another proposal that
will address the root of this issue is my vision for the zoning policy rehaul, where overlay districts would provide value to a parcel based
on proximity to existing and future amenities. This way, residents can keep neighborhood growth in check while still paying their fair
share towards neighborhood improvements.
Gentrification and displacement have changed the character of the city’s neighborhoods. As noted, Atlanta’s Northwest and Southwest
neighborhoods have seen significant public and private investments, steep increases in housing prices, and changes in demographic and
economic profile of residents that have resulted in displacement (voluntary and involuntary) of low-income residents and community
serving small businesses. Gentrification and displacement arise as unintended consequences. Intentional action is required to avoid
these kinds of changes. My strategy would mirror my affordable housing strategy, as previously defined, but also include:
A.
Careful planning including anticipating market change, setting goals, and monitoring.
B.
The creation of incentives that leverage public subsidy to achieve goals.
C.
Capacity building among partners (non-profits and social service agencies) for participation in anti-displacement work.
Toward this end, if elected, I intend to create a city-wide Tracking and Program Evaluation Plan that:
• Improves approaches to track neighborhood change including race, ethnicity, age, disability, ownership and other factors.
• Develops analysis methods to help anticipate potential gentrification impacts of new policies and programs.
• Evaluates city investments and actions.
As with any policy, we need good data before there can be any commitment to specific policy.

Fort

As I stated above, I see fighting the rapid gentrification of our city as the critical, urgent issue of our time in city politics and policy.
Protecting citizens from displacement has been my passion during my time in public service. As a Senator, I worked with then-Governor
Roy Barnes to pass the nation’s toughest anti-predatory lending law. When Republicans took control of the state Capitol, they
unfortunately repealed it under intense pressure from Wall Street. The law was subsequently recognized by the national media and in
books as one that could have lessened the foreclosure crisis that caused the Great Recession of the last decade.
I will use the bully pulpit of the mayoralty to push for a new fight against predatory lending, and I will have an office at City Hall to help
Atlantans who have been victimized by predatory lenders keep their homes. I will also push for reforms to the foreclosure and eviction
processes, which in Georgia are very anti-consumer.
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Candidate

Explain your answers to Gentrification and Displacement questions, or offer specific ideas or policies to address the pressure of
gentrification.
I believe the measures you list above are effective tools and need to be implemented, including property tax relief for residents. We
also need to revive a city program that helped seniors pay for home upkeep and repair so that they are not forced out by an inability to
pay for needed work on their houses.

Aman

Eaves

Ammanamanchi

Norwood

Fort













Are you aware of the LTF Proposal?


Yes

Lance Bottoms

Hall

Mitchell

Woolard

Living Transit Fund (LTF)

Sterling

Living Transit Fund








No







Level of commitment to support the LTF
proposal (if it's determined to be a legal use
of transit referendum revenue)?
1 – Not Committed


2
3
4 – Totally Committed






































Candidate

Explain your answer to the Living Transit Fund question, or offer specific ideas or policies to address equitable transit oriented
development.

Sterling

If it can be legally used as a portion of the transit referendum, I would be wholly supportive
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Candidate

Explain your answer to the Living Transit Fund question, or offer specific ideas or policies to address equitable transit oriented
development.

Woolard

My previously stated highest strategic priority as Mayor is to link both affordable housing and transportation along with infrastructure
investments, economic development and education as part of the linkage of issues which require intentional leadership if the City of
Atlanta is to continue to thrive, grow and remain economically competitive over the next several decades.
I definitely want to explore the use of a Living Transit Fund. I have been following the work of the Partnership for Southern Equality very
closely. Considering the $2.5 million the city recently authorized for MARTA expansions and the $300 million for transit improvements, I
believe that a Living Transit Fund is a model that can work in Atlanta to help fund subsidize housing near transit rails.

Mitchell

Currently, MARTA’s policy is to make 20% of the units in its transit-oriented developments affordable for households making 60% to 80%
of the area median income, or about $44,000 a year. In exchange for the 20% affordability requirement, MARTA increases allowable
density and lowers parking requirements for on parcels near its stations. MARTA also occasionally works with HUD to build subsidized
housing. However, the current policies are not expected to create enough housing to address the city's increasing affordable housing
woes.
I have publicly supported The Partnership for Southern Equity's efforts to divert 5 percent of the MARTA funds, approximately $120
million, to establish a Living Transit Fund. As Mayor, I will encourage MARTA to add the trust fund to the memorandum of understanding
to ensure a partnership with the city in implementing the fund.

Hall

I am 100% committed to equitable transit-oriented development, and identifying sources of funding to support affordable housing and
equity. I don’t believe we should siphon off extremely limited transit funding for this purpose. I would be in favor of looking at policies
like a parking tax and dedicating all or a portion of that revenue toward the goals of the Living Transit Fund.

Aman

I very much appreciate the spirit of the proposal. Affordable housing and transit are inextricably linked. It makes sense that financing for
one follows the other. In this case, my concern is legality. There is a debate that needs to be had around whether or not referenda
dollars should or can be re-purposed. The voters agreed to tax themselves in exchange for what was explicitly described as transit
improvements. If the city takes some of that money and re-directs it towards housing it risks betraying their trust. Ultimately, we must
do more to ensure transit-oriented development includes a clear affordable housing component.
Yes, as Chairman of the Fulton County Board of Commissioners for the past 10 years, I have been a supporter of the concept and have
worked with MARTA to enhance the idea of Transit Oriented Development (both on the MARTA-owned property and on private parcels
near MARTA land and facilities).

Eaves
While it remains to be seen how best to fund an LTF, as Atlanta’s next mayor, I will put together the best minds and resources to find a
way to make it happen. The research and evidence are clear, most of the jobs for low-to-moderate earners are north of I-20 while
almost 50 percent of those wage earners live below I-20. If we build affordable housing that is "connected" to transit stations, we will
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Candidate

Explain your answer to the Living Transit Fund question, or offer specific ideas or policies to address equitable transit oriented
development.
yield all sorts of positive economic and environmental gains (like less pollution if fewer cars are on the street, plus less gridlock)!

Ammanamanchi

No problems here. We have the opportunity to start many ETOD's from scratch by building these at new infill stations such as Boone
Station and Mechanicsville Station. We should consider design decisions such as less parking and direct sheltered access from the
housing and retail to the station (unlike King TOD)
The City of Atlanta Transit Sales Tax Revenues represents a catalytic moment for the city and MARTA to affect income mobility through
transit. However, the transit investment has the potential to displace working and vulnerable city residents and communities. To
mitigate this impact, the Transformation Alliance is proposing a “Living Transit Fund” (LTF). The Fund establishes a low-interest
investment fund to be used for strategic investment in MARTA-owned and non-MARTA-owned properties. Five percent of the $2.5
billion in estimated MARTA Sales Tax revenues generates approximately $125 million in capital investment for transit supportive
development

Norwood

For example, the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority Metro Affordable Transit Connected Housing (Metro
MATCH) program is most likely a workable model for Atlanta. Funds can be used to land bank properties, support pre-development
activities, and provide gap-financing to maintain affordable land costs.
Though generally supportive of this concept, there is need for an assurance that:
• A set percentage of all housing units will be affordable housing.
• Affordable housing is covenant-controlled to make it permanently affordable.
• MARTA examines the efficacy of discounting land value of its joint development sites to accommodate affordable housing.

Fort

I believe encouraging the development of affordable housing near transit is a brilliant idea and one that the city must implement by
working aggressively with MARTA and the Beltline. Not only does such an initiative create affordable housing, it provides those
residents with efficient and affordable transportation to jobs, school and other needs for which they must travel.
MARTA has significant amounts of property near transit stations that can be used for such a program. It is also a way to create the
affordable housing near the Beltline that has been lacking, despite the Beltline’s original commitment to it.
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1
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3
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6

9

10

9

10

8

10
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2
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3

8

1

5

2

2

Aman

7

Lance Bottoms

Eaves

Require green, energy efficient design and
construction
Ensure City investment creates community
benefit and protects against displacement of
low-income homeowners and renters.

Hall

Link transit and housing affordability

Mitchell

Recognize the value of neighborhood
diversity and equitable growth outcomes
Make mitigating displacement and preserving
existing affordable housing immediate
priorities
Dedicate a source of local public revenue to
sustain production and preservation
Target investment to the greatest need and
to achieve long-term or permanent
affordability
Be transparent and accountable in planning
and implementation
Restore lost homeownership and household
wealth in underwater single-family
neighborhoods
Strategically target investment to both
revitalizing and stable communities

Woolard

Rank the guiding principles listed below in
order of importance to you for developing
housing policy, with 1 being of highest
importance

Sterling

Candidate

City for All / TransFormation Alliance Affordable Housing Mayoral Candidates Survey
Candidate

List any guiding principles not appearing above to which you are committed, and tell us where they rank.

Mitchell

Commitment of public and private partnerships for developing housing policies. I would rank this principle 3rd before "ensure city
investment create community benefits" and "protect against displacement of low-income homeowners and renters" because the city
cannot win the fight against displacement alone. Having true partnerships with our business community, nonprofits, our philanthropic
communities, and our school system are the only way to create sustainable investments to revitalize our neighborhoods and achieve
long-term and permanent affordable housing options for city residents

Aman

It would be premature to rank these issues before a larger consultation process occurs. Additionally, a critical missing component is
supportive and transitional housing for the homeless. We must do more to make homelessness in Atlanta "rare and brief."

Ammanamanchi

7.5 Deliberately design housing units that match the architectural style of the community and nearby facilities.
2.5 Design building plans that reduce the cost of construction (as in reducing luxury and retracting "quality of life creep") and as a result,
provide affordable monthly rates without subsidy

Norwood

Community input is not in the above referenced list. As a "community Mayor" Mary Norwood would insist that community input would
be used to prioritize any given project. Communities need to be asked what they want and not, and not be told by city officials and
others what is in their best interest.

Fort

As a note, this is an excellent list of guiding principles and I commit to all of them to be the principles upon which my housing policy will
be built. They are hard to rank because they are all critical.

Closing Statements
Candidate

Do you have anything else to share that would help us understand how you view the issue of housing affordability and accessibility or
actions you would take to address those issues?

Sterling

I believe this is an extraordinarily complicated issue that requires real leadership. It requires a unique balancing of competing priorities,
available resources and advocating for additional resources. Regardless of my positions today, I am open to be persuaded if mechanisms
don't work to open the doors of opportunity to more affordable housing. I don't purport to be an affordable housing expert, but I do
fundamentally believe that we have to do a better job in this space. I am committing to doing that. I don't have a monopoly on good
ideas and I am open to being persuaded that some ideas may work better than the ideas or positions I currently have. Thank you.

Woolard

Housing affordability in Atlanta is affecting everyone - from millennials, first responders, teachers, seniors, and working families - to
people experiencing homelessness. As Atlanta grows rapidly over the coming years, we need to place urgent focus on this issue if we are
to continue to thrive as a city. As Mayor, I will work quickly to organize the key players, build dedicated funding sources, and ensure the
creation of a targeted number of affordable housing units that are close to the services residents wants, at a range of levels of income,
family sizes and stages of life.
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Do you have anything else to share that would help us understand how you view the issue of housing affordability and accessibility or
actions you would take to address those issues?

Additions to the Mayor's cabinet would include a Commissioner of Housing and a Commissioner of Transportation to ensure all key
players are at the table when setting policy and aligning resources so that we can move quickly to address this crisis. Key players would
include governmental entities (City of Atlanta, county officials, Atlanta Public Schools, MARTA, Invest Atlanta, and Atlanta Housing
Authority), businesses that need employees to live close to work, the development community, issues experts and nonprofits that are
leading in this space.
Lack of affordable housing options is a critical issue in our city and affects all of us. The following are examples of how lack of quality
affordable housing options affect our every day lives:
Household stability - Studies show that access to decent, affordable housing would provide critical stability for low-income residents
paying over half of their income on housing, and lower the risk that vulnerable families become homeless.
Economic security - High housing costs leave low-income families with little left over for other important expenses, leading to difficult
budget trade-offs. Affordable housing increases the amount that families can put toward other important household needs and savings.
Mitchell

Transportation -Transportation costs rose dramatically over the last decade, leaving families with less money for other necessities.
Housing close to transit can help residents save money and access jobs and critical community services, while improving health.
Neighborhood Quality - Affordable housing increases local purchasing power, boosts job creation, and generates new tax revenues.
Seniors -Quality housing can promote better health, quality of life, and independence for the growing population of low-income seniors.
Education - Housing instability can jeopardize children’s performance and success in school, leading to lasting achievement gaps, while a
stable environment contributes to improved educational outcomes.
Health -Housing insecurity and homelessness have serious negative effects on child and adult health.

Hall

Aman

I’m committed to being everybody’s mayor - that means ensuring every neighborhood has the tools necessary to grow and thrive in a
manner that best suits all Atlantans.
This is an immensely complex conversation where we cannot introduce wholesale policy changes without including stakeholders in a
collaborative, transparent manner. The sustainability, transportation, and land use communities all need a voice. The neighborhoods
need a voice.
There is a clear need for action. There is a clear call for smart, sustainable solutions. But I am not the candidate who makes blanket
promises I cannot keep or if they are not in the best interests of the city.
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Do you have anything else to share that would help us understand how you view the issue of housing affordability and accessibility or
actions you would take to address those issues?

As mayor, I will do everything in my power to advance Atlanta and bring housing affordability and access to all. We have a moral
obligation to achieve progress. I will do this with candor and an open mind. I have submitted my thoughts here, my views on this subject.
But I am always listening, as there is much to learn and so much more to be done.
The next mayor of Atlanta will have a number of key issues on his or her plate, including housing. If we work in unity, we can do more,
we can advance Atlanta together.
Affordable Housing is critically important if Atlanta is to be the model city for ALL people we claim to be. This is why AFFORDABLE
HOUSING is key to my overall NEIGHBORHOOD AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AGENDA. We've seen a surge of redevelopment in the
Downtown and Midtown areas but staggered development in the city's neighborhoods.

Eaves

Atlanta has become a tale of two cities! Downtown and Midtown development in businesses, housing, restaurants and entertainment
facilities are going strong and moving those areas in the right direction. However, we need sustainable urban and community
development, good educational opportunities, jobs, job training, housing, and blight remediation for our neighborhoods.
We need our neighborhoods to thrive with the same energy that is transforming Downtown and Midtown. It is my plan to spur
economic development through rebuilding the infrastructure of our neighborhoods that have been left behind and left out. We will
rebuild neighborhoods, brick by brick, block by block. And, we will do it without gentrifying seniors and others out of their homes and
neighborhoods.

Ammanamanchi

My approach to solving Atlanta’s affordable housing crisis is to take charge of building the units we need instead of leaving it up to
private developers. And the approach to solve gentrification is to cull the property value rise due to speculative investment that is
unwarranted. We must protect our people from losing their home to very avoidable and foreseeable issues
As I stated above, I have dedicated a significant amount of my effort in public life to fighting for the regular people who make Atlanta a
great city and the neighborhoods they live in. Before I ever ran for office, I was active in my neighborhood association and served as
president of the citywide neighborhood association, where I worked to preserve and improve Atlanta’s neighborhoods.

Fort

In the Senate, I fought predatory lenders on policy. I also helped many individual homeowners stay in their homes by intervening with
banks that had made predatory loans.
As Mayor, preserving Atlanta’s neighborhoods and a place for everyone in our city will be my top priority. As I have said, we will have a
City Hall that works for everyone, not just the top 1%. If we can give almost a billion dollars of public resources to billionaire sports team
owners, we can invest what is needed to create the affordable housing necessary to make sure everyone who wants to live in Atlanta
can do so.
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Do you have anything else to share that would help us understand how you view the issue of housing affordability and accessibility or
actions you would take to address those issues?
As I say everywhere I go, this year’s election is critical, and if we make the wrong choice, we are going to have an Atlanta that is made up
only of the very wealthy and the very poor. I get almost unanimous agreement on that principle anywhere I go, including both the north
side and the south side. People who have made their homes here are under pressure and know that we must have change if we want to
keep the diversity that makes Atlanta such a great place to live.
We must elect a Mayor who will put housing affordability at the top of City Hall’s agenda. This issue is my passion and I will do so. My
record on it proves my commitment is not just an election year statement. As Mayor, you can count on me to fight for the right of
everyone to be part of our city.
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